
PART ONE-EPISTEMOLOGY
AND LOGIC

Epistemology is that branch of philosophy treating the scope
and limits of knowledge. It seeks to resolve basic questions such
as: What is the nature of knowledge? How much can a human
being know? Is knowledge possible? What are the practical and
tlreoretical limitations of knowledge? (The term epistemology is
from the Greek, signifying the study of knowledge.)

Logic may be regarded as a subdivision of epistemology. The
principal task of logic is to investigate the nature of correcr
thinking and valid reasoning, including the .laws of rational
thought.

To explore the entire scope of epistemology and logic would
require many volumes and a lifetime of study. In this part, how.
ever, the reader will find helpful summaries of some of the main
problems and several approaches to their solution. The discus-
sion will consider the criteria used to distinguish between truth
and error, an analysis of the major fallacies of reasoning, and,
Iinally, the central problem of the nature of truth itself, including
the question whether or not truth is attainable.

CRITERIA OF TRUTH
One important area of logic is concerned with tests of ruth

*the criteria used to distinguish truth from error. A criterion of
truth is a standard, or rule, by which to judge the accuracy of
statements and opinions; thlls, it is a standard of verification.

To obtain a clear, correct view of any philosophy, one must
understand its criteria of truth. This is particularly the case be-
cause of the many conflicting ideas to be found in difierent
philosophies. The laws of logic cannor of themselves disclose facts
about the world of man or nature. In order to discover such
Iacts, or to evaluate the content of an argument, the individual
r)
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rnust deci(le upon the criteria which can enable him to dis-
tinguish what is true from what is not true.

Not all criteria have equal validity or value; while sorne are
aclequate, others are of questionable worrh. The criteria dealt
with in the present discussion have been chosen, not necessarily
because they may be widely regarded as most useful or adequate
but rather because they have become most familiar to, and are in
cornmon use among, the general public ancl academic or scholarly
circles.

Custom. Nlany persons either knowingly or unrvittingly em-
ploy custom as a criterion of truth, assuming that doipg what is
customary will not leatl tlrem too far astray. The admonition,
"When in Rome, clo as the Romans do," expresses an appeal to
custom as a criterion, particularly in matters involving the deter-
mination of moral truth. Thus people adhere closely to custom
as a criterion when they dress as others clress, use expressions
which are in vogue, practice moral principles currently approved

-in other words, do whatever is popular.
Custom scarcely merits serious consideration as a criterion of

truth. Surely, a scientist obtaining evidence of facts or principles
could never accept conflicting customs of majorities, or of minor-
ities either, as a test. A public opinion poll can never be the
best way to determine scientific ruths.

Tradition. Closely allied to custom as a proposed test of truth
is tradition, the notion that what lasts foi geirerations must be
valid. Those who accept tradition as a criterion may defend their
view on the ground that any practice which has gained the loyalty
of succeeding generations must deserve a measure of credibility.

The same objections to custom as a standard of ruth apply to
tradition as well. Many traditions merely repeat what is false
(consider, for example, the innumerable false traditions of primi-
tive tribes) and, moreover, traditions often conflict with one
another. It is clear that science cannot accept tradition as its
test of truth.

Time. Perhaps you have heard some person in a debate appeal
to time as the test of truth, arguing with statements such as, "My
belief has stood the test of time," or "Christianity must be rue, for
it has stood the test of time." The logic of such argument is based
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on the assumption that if a belief is really erroneous, the error will
sooner or later come to light, whereas, if there is nothing wrong
with the belief, the mere passage of time cannor destroy its validity.

Time is not an adequate test of truth. It is closely related to
custom and tradition, which, in fact, are simply aspects of the
time factor. The inadequacy of time as a criterion becomes ap-
parent if we note that many errors have lasted for a very long
time before being exposed as errors. The most absurd supersti-
tions have endured throughout generations, centuries, even mil-
lenia. Surely, modern peoples who believe in the truth of a great
religion, such as Christianity, would not give up their beliefs and
change to some other system of religion which happened to be
hundreds or perhaps thousands of years older than their own
religion,

Feelings (Emotions). Many individuals faced with the neces-
sity of making a decision allow their emotions to sway them de-
spite contrary evidence or without even attempting to obtain and.
evaluate evidence. Such people are implicitly accepting emotions
as a test of truth. Too many depend upon subjective feelings as a
guide to a great variety of situations, ranging from trivial prob-
lems of everyday living to the most serious problems of the
community.

Most people today, however, will admit that they cannot trust
their emotions in important matters. Thus the experienced bus-
iness executive ignores his feelings and searches for facts when
making investments. The scientist, physician, historian, and
scholars in other fields have similarly learned to ignore sub-
jective reactions of this kind.

Instinct. The existence of separate instincts has long been in
dispute. Instinctive behavior may be regarded as akin to feeling,
or perhaps as a universal mode of feeling. From this point of
view, it is the instinct of thirst that impels us to drink, the instinct
of hunger to eat, etc. Some have gone so far as to assert that even
the existence of God can be proved by reference to instinct,
arguing that all instincts have their corresponding objects in
the world of reality. Thus the corresponding object for the
thirst instinct is a liquid; for the hunger instinct, food; for the
sex instinct, a mate. The argument therefore concludes that,
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since all persons are religious, religion must be an instinct and
its counterpart, God, must exist.

Instincts cannot be accepted as reliable tests: too often they
are vague, ill-defined, variant and undependable, limited to spec-

ific types of activity. Even if we did accept instincts as valid tests,

they are so few that we could not derive much evidence from
them. To what extent could a scientist re{er to them in his efforts
to determine the composition of chemical substances?

Hunch. A hunch is an impulsive generalization, perhaps based
on a vague or undefined notion. It can hardly be regarded as an
acceptable criterion of truth, yet many persons confronted with a

choice may allow a hunch to be the decisive factorr llunches are
closely related both to feeling and to intuition, another criter-
ion discussed below.

Infuition. This criterion consists of judgment without recourse
to reasoning from facts; it is an assumed truth issuing from an
unknown or unexplored source. Many persons gain intuitive in-
sights which later prove to be true. Some scientists, without em-
ploying the rational cognitive processes of the mind, hit upon a

useful hypothesis or proof while merely .resting, daydreaming,
or doing other things which have no apparent relationship to
the truths they are seeking to discover.

Intuition as a criterion of truth suffers fro'm two major ob-
jections: (l) It is not available when needed; it cannot be de-
pended upon in given situations in the same or at least similar
manner that reason may be employed. (2) Intuitions are, at
best, potential sources of truth, not tests; when a person claims
to have an intuition, he should immediately test it in order to
determine whether it is true or false.

Revelation. The main difference between intuition and revela-
tion is the fact that the source of intuition is unknown, whereas
the source of revelation is assumed to be God. Revelation may
be defined as a truth or disclosure which emanates from God.
Many religions rely heavily upon the validity of revelation as a
criterion of truth.

The adverse criticism stated above in regard to intuition holds
good for revelation as well. When a person possesses what he
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claims to be a revelation, it is incumbent upon him to prove it,
and the standard to which he appeals as the test consequently
becomes his criterion. An individual may accept revelation as a

source of some truths, but he cannot depend on such experience

as a means of demonstrating to others the validity of his beliefs.

Majority Rule. The criterion of rnajority rule is a statistical
basis for the acceptance of assertions or proposals. In democratic

countries and organizations, rnajority vote is accepted by all
members of a group as a guide to joint decisions. This is partic-
ularly mue during enactment of laws pertaining to personal
morality and social behavior. Often, however, a democratic com-

munity, divicled into several opposing factions, must be content
with a rnere plurality.

Although a majority vote is good democratic Procedure, it is

not the best system for determining truth. Think what would
happen if a scientist tried to anive at conclusio'ns by means of a
majority vote-if, for example, an astronomer took a vote among

the general population to ascertain whether assertions about
the planets or stars were to be accepted as true or rejected as

false.

Consensus Gentium. There are those who believe that the

opinions held in common by all people comprise an acceptable

criterion of truth. Consensus gentium, the unanimous opinion of
mankind (universal or general consent), is believed to have a

validity which is not to be found in majority decisions. Ac-

cording to this criterion, the fact that all human beings adhere

to a given belief proves it to be necessatily true.
Tlrere is some cogency in consensus gentitLm if it means a uni-

versal innate truth such as the principles of lop;ic and mathe-

matics, but if it means merely general assent, as reflected by a

unanimous vote cast in favor of a given decision, its value is ques-

tionable. General assent proves Iittle-thus, at one time the masses

believed that the world was flat and that the sun revolved about
the earth.

Naive Realism. According to Naive Realism, things are in
reality as the senses depict them. Human sense organs determine
the truth or falsity of objects ancl conclusions. Only that which
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is s.bject to first-hand observation is verifiable. The expression,
"I'm from Missouri, I have to be shown," exemplifies tltis crite-
rion, the iclea being, "Unless I see it, I will not believe it.',

Naive Realiim is an inacleqr,rate criterion of truth; for example,
scientific tnltlts are often beyond the scope of the senses. X rays,
liaht waves, chemical reactions, and a host of other naturar phen-
omena cannot be sensetl, though they are understood ancl demon-
strably real. Naive Realism as a valicl test of truth woulcl impel
us to conclude that a straight stick in water is actually bent be-
cause it appears bent to our sense of vision. Sounds with a wave
freqr-rency above 20,000 cycles per seconcl can be detected. in- -

clirectly even though rnan's atrditory sense does not reveal them.
Furtherm<-rre, sense experience can be quite illusory; for instance,
six pencil points touching a person's small of the back (remain-
ine within the two-point threshold) are sensed as only one and
Naive Realism would compel us to conch-rde erroneously that
I Ir is serr se experience is t.orrect.

Correspondence. The criterion of correspondence states that
an idea which agree$ with irs ob'lect is necessarily true. Thus the
statement that the White House is situated in Washingron, D.C.,
is true if the fact as to its location corresponcls with the idea in
the statement.

Correspondence appears to be the best of the ctiteria pre_
sentecl above-and many philosophers consicler it to be the most
valid of all tesrs of truth-but, like the rest, rhis criterion is sub-
ject to adverse criticism. Granted, an iclea which corresponds to
its object is incleed trr,re, but how can one determine whether
or not his idea does in fact bear a perfect correspondence to its
object? To make this determination requires the use of some
criterion other than correspondence. But if another test of truth
has to be applied, the correspondence criterion becomes merely
a rlefinition of truth, not a decisive test.In other words, besides
asserting correspondence between an idea and reality, we still
need to apply a tesr that will disclose the precise degree of sim-
ilarity between what we think and what actually exists.

Authority. Often the opinions of liighly trained men who have
achieved a degree of success in a given area of specialization are
regarded as acceptable evidence or proof. These specialists, or
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authorities, can be relied upon because of their acquaintance

with ancl mastety of a particular subject. They are admittedly

capable of reasoning with accuracy in matters in which they

are regarded as exPert; consequently, their proposals command

respect and their statements are accepted as criteria of truth'
However, a person cannot merely pose as an autllority in an

ipse dixit (I myself said so) manner, but must be duly qualified'
Although authority is often a Particularly good criterion of

truth-one that is wiclely ancl effectively used (e.g., in a court of

law)-this criterion is far from being final, for in many instances

two noted authorities may give contradictory evidence.

The Pragmatic Criterion of Truth. To the Pragmatist, if an

idea works, it must be accepted as true. In other words, the

workability of an idea determines its uuth. From the conse-

quences wirich issue from a given idea, its truth is bbtained or

measured. Since ideas produce results, examination of the re-

sults will either verify or disprove the ideas thqmselves. The full
meaning of an iclea is to be found in the consequences which

follow from its application; thus, the results of the administration
of penicillin to cure bacterial infection will prove the validity
and disclose the significance of the statement that the drug is an

effective therapeutic agent.
Although Pragmatism offers a most valuable criterion of truth,

the criterion must be viewed with reservations and used with
caution. Not all ideas that aPpear to be working are true; for
example, a physician who apparently cures a patient's neurosis

l>y prescribing a given medicine and accepts it as a remedy may

later discover that the use of a placebo (innocuous medication)

which resembles the original medicine works equally well. He

may be compelled to admit tllat the medication was not effective

ancl that his initial judgment was incorrect; (Perhaps psychic

experience or faith effected the cure.) such instances indicate

that untrue ideas may seem to be working in practice contrary

to the pragmatic test.

Nevertheless, there is definite validity in Pragmatism as a crit-

erion, at least that kind of validity characterized (by William
Ernest Hocking) as Negative Pragmatism. In brief, this principle
states that, if an idea does not work, then it cannot possibly
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be true, for the reason that the truth always works (even though
at times what appears to be working may or may not be true).

Loose (or Mere) Consistency. Correct, but not necessarily re-
lated, statements are said to be consistent if they do not contra-
clict one another. (Similarly, an individual is consistent in so far
as he does not conradict himself.) Thus, consistency is attributecl
to the followins statements because none of them negates any of
the others: "Snow is r,vhite." "A ton of leacl is heavy.,, ,,yesterclay

the tempertture dropped to twenty degrees." "Cleorge Washing-
ton was the first president of the Unitecl States.,'

The inadequacy of loose consistency as a criterion of truth is
readily detected becarrse tlre consistent statements are <.liscon-
nected and lack colresiveness or integration. Tlre valrre of proof
lies in its relationships which integrate isolatecl data into a co
herent whole.

Rigorous Consistency. The criterion of rigorous consistency
refers to connections between statements such that one proposi-
tion follows necessarily from another. Mathematical and foimal
logical reasoning exemplify this criterion. Examples are: ,,If all
generals in the U.S. Army are also soldiers, and if John Doe
is a general in the U.S. Army. then it follows necessarily that
.|ohn l)oe is a soldier." "If all A's are B's and all B,s are C,s,
tlren all A's are C's."

The value of rigorous consistency is to be granted; however,
the areas to which this form of reasoning is applicable are limited.
Furthermore, the premises are taken for grantecl; that is to say,
to establish their acctrracy requires another criterion of truth.

A further objection states that despite rigorous consistency,
a set of philosophical conclusions may display lack of coherence.
Moreover, a system of philosophy may be rigorously consistent
with only those facts which it has included for consideration,
whereas an adequate criterion must take all facts into considera-
tion, whether or not the new clata are detrimental to the system
in question.

Coherence. As a criterion of trtrth, coherence refers to a sys-
tematic consistent explanation of all the facts of experience. To
be coherent, a person mlrst arranse all pertinent facts so that
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rlrey will be in proper relationship to one another consistently

;rncl cohesively as parts of an integrated whole. Whatever facts

:rre brought to light must be explained, must somehow be

littecl into the system as a relevant or integral Part. That explana-
tion which most fulfills the requirements of coherence may be

rcgarded as adequately verified.
Of all the criteria treated, co'herence meets the demands of a

stanclard of verification or test of truth most adequately. It in-

t lucles reason, facts, system, integration, relationships, consis-

tcncy. Its obvious limitation lies not in the criterion of coher-

cnce, but in man's limitations or his inability to obtain all facts

of experience. Only an omniscient rnincl Possesses all facts of
cxperience; conseqllently, man must be content to deal with all
Iacts at his disposal at the present time, allowing that point to be

regarclecl as proved true which is the most coherent under pre-

vailing circumstances. That person, school of thought, or idea

which is supported in a coherent manner by, most of the facts

Inust be acceptecl as verified.
One who objects to coherence as a critilrion places himself in a

rlelicate position logically, for he thus implies a preference for
incoherence, which is absurcl; furthermore, to attack coherence

necessitates the . use of a criterion that is either coherent aud
rational, or incoherent and irrational; to appeal to irrationality
is absurd, thus obligating a person to accePt coherence as his

triterion of trutlr.
Finally, a moot question arises as to whether or not there could

be several equally coherent systems, each containing all the facts

of human experience.

MATERIAL FALLACIES OF REASONING

A second major realm of logic treats material fallacies, that is,

erroneous ways of reasoning about facts. Material fallacies are

numerous, deceptive, and elusive-so elusive that a person un-

trained in detecting them can easily be misled into accepting
them as valid. Not only logicians but also careful scientists and

other competent scholars are esPecially adept at detecting and
avoicling fallacies; their knowledge of logic is particularly re-


